Structural Aspects of
Medieval Timber Bridges
By S. E. RIGOLD
Inspector of Ancient Monuments, Department of the Environment

THIS ARTICLE compares our very fragmentary knowledge of large medieval timber
bridges with the respectable body of evidence now available) and here summarized, about
bridges at castles and moated sites) which) it is suggested) may be relevant to larger bridges.
Nearly all the moat-bridges cfrom the late i ith to the rbth centuries) are structurally similar
in that their posts are not earth-.fast but tenoned into transverse sole-plates) but the enduring
type) with lateral braces) or shores) symmetrically disposed) does not appear until the 13th
century. Parallel with these are various specialiredforms which are stabilized by additional)
longitudinal plates. In the British Isles earth-.fast piles were of very limited use in minor
bridges but may have become usual in major bridges in the late middle ages.
R EV I EW of the remains of timber bridges preserved in moats in the
British Isles forms the substance of this paper. A level moat commonly had a
regulated inlet and outlet and can be regarded as a canalized stretch of a
stream; a structure within it should be able to withstand a moderate head of water
but could be laid down under accessible, even dry, conditions. The same conditions, but with a stronger flow, apply to mill-races and to shallow but unconfined
streams, even of some volume. Structural parallels may fairly be cited from these,
as at the water-driven forge at Chingley on the Kent and Sussex border! or the
remains of Bongate Weir, near Appleby, Wcstmorland.P which included morticed sole-plates precisely of the kind found in moats. Major rivers are another
matter: their flow cannot be diverted and is subject to great variation in depth, in
intensity and, under tidal conditions, even in direction. Despite scattered reports
of piling etc., found in such situations, little direct physical evidence is available
about greater medieval timber bridges. Such information as there is is graphic
or documentary. As long ago as 1784 James Essex made a gallant reconstruction
of Rochester bridge as it existed before the late 14th century, based on tenurial
conditions of its maintenance and his own practical experience." That we are
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Excavated by D. G. Crossley: The Bewl VallO' Ironworks (R.A.I. Monograph, 1975).
lowe this to Martin Holmes.
3 Archaeologia, VII (1785), 395-400; for the document cited cf. N. R. Ker, Catalogue of MSS containing
Anglo-Saxon (Oxford, 1957), 119-22.
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better equipped than he was to face the problems oflarge medieval timber bridges
is due to recent research on minor bridges and on wharves, docks and such tideresistant timberworks," which provide possible technical parallels. The ensuing
section attempts to reformulate the problems on that basis.

MAJOR BRIDGES
One or two place-names in Northumbria, beside powerful rivers," may
suggest that timber superstructures were reinstated on Roman stone piers from
an early date. No Romano-British stone-arched bridge survived, if any existed.
Either of these archetypal forms was rarely, if ever, revived in England until the
r cth century," and it is a fair assumption that throughout the interval a bridge
meant an all-timber bridge. The cumulative tenor of documents is that most major
bridges were entirely of timber until the 14th century and that over some rivers,
not least the Thames, this was true until much later. Bridges of complexity and
daring might be expected from medieval carpenters, capable of such works of
civil and military engineering as belfries (in either sense) and by the r zth century
there was certainly a long experience of bridging on all scales.
In England (but not in the Englishry of Scotland and Ireland) parish-names
in bridge arc quite rare, infinitely rarer than those in ford. Many are manifestly
late (after Domesday, which has perhaps three dozen of them, mostly on small
rivers or well upstream). A few are first recorded simply as Bridge, as though it
were distinctive for the district," and in some instances bridge can be observed
being added to or substituted for ford," None is firmly attested before the 9th
century, but bridge-work as one of the three common dues, the so-called trinoda
necessitasP is claimed in the 8th: all three dues in 793-6;10 and two of them, including bridge-work, in 767.11 Early bridges, in a strictly defensive context, linked to
fyrd-service and fortification, need not have been large, but in the subsequent
heroic age of borough-strategy major and tidal rivers were bridged in the same
spirit, in the Danelaw as well as in Wessex: the Severn at Quatford, not on the
enduring site, in 895 ;12 the Trent at Nottingham, joining two burhs, in 923;13 the
4 e.g. London, Customs House,
Trans. London and Middlesex Archaeol. Soc., xxv (1974), 117-:219;
London, Trig Lane, Guildhall Museum, Archaeol. Program. Annual Report (1974), 12; Waltham, Essex Archaeol,
and History, IV (1972),30-127, esp. 81-8; King's Lynn, Medieval Archaeol., IX (1965), 94-104.
5 e.g. Corbridge, Piercebridge (not the excavated Roman bridge but a presumed successor on another
site): both places mentioned in the mid I I th-century Historia de S. Cuthberto (Surtees Soc., r.i) but may be
older.
6 Hagiography ascribes a stone bridge at Winchester to St Swithun.
7 e.g. Bridge, Kent (on Watling St.), Bridge (Sollers), Herefs., Bridge (-rule), Devon, all first recorded
in Domesday or Domesday Monachorum.
8 e.g. Redbridge, Hants (Hreodford in Bede, Historia Ecclesiastica, IV, 16; Hreodbrycg in 956, in P. H.
Sawyer, Anglo-Saxon Charters, an Annotated Handbook, no. 636); Stamfordbridge, Yorks. (vide Bcde, H.E., v,
20, if that Stamford); Brigg, Lines., added to and then superseding the previous name, Glandford, between
1183 and 1218.
9 Cf. W. H. Stevenson in Engl. Hist. Rev., XXIX (1914), 689-703.
10 Sawyer, op. cit. in n. 8, no. 139, with references.
11 Ibid., no. 58.
12 Cwatbrycg, in Anglo-Saxon Chron., sub anno 896 (tr. Garmonsway, p. 89).
13 Ibid., sub. anno 924 (tr. Garmonsway, p. 104).
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tidal Test at Redbridge, Hants, a node of communication for Wessex, before
956;14 the Thames at London before 1016 15 and at Wallingford possibly by
1066. 16 On the Yorkshire Derwent Stamfordbridge, perhaps supplanting a bridge
at Breighton, carries its history in its tripartite name and its strategic purpose in
its destiny. It is from this age, certainly not much later than the conquest and more
probably from the 970S or 980s, that the instrument of tenurial obligation survives
on which Essex based his reconstruction of Rochester bridge." It is also the
general period of the long strategic bridge found by Dr Ramskou at Ravning,
near Harsens, J utland.P If these both represent the common experience of the
late Viking age, the great difference between the two in the length of span
employed emphasizes the diversity of that experience.
However various in construction, the scale of such bridges called not only for
genie but for a command of great timbers in great quantity and their siting continued to be determined by needs of state rather than commerce. This applied no
less to the series of bridges over the Thames between Reading and London, more
than half of them traceable to the 13th century, whose erection and maintenance
depended, at least in part, on royal command and the proximity of royal forests
and royal residences from Henry III to Richard II, spanning the gigantic age of
medieval English carpentry. Everyone of them remained of timber until the late
r Sth century, and even at that date some of them were rebuilt in timber and new
timber bridges were added. In the following list, partly from secondary sources,
those in brackets seem to be of post-medieval origin:

Caversham, by 123 1,19 replaced 1827;
Sonning, by 1659 but probably medieval, replaced c. 1790 ;20
Henley, by 1225,21 replaced 1786;
Marlow, by 1227,22 replaced in timber 1789;
Maidenhead, by 1297,23 replaced 1772;
Windsor, by 1242,24 replaced 1824;
(Datchet, 1706);
Staines, by 1222,25 replaced after 1807;
Chertsey, by c. 1360, rebuilt c. 1543, replaced 1785;26
(Walton, 1750);
See n. 8, first ref.
Anglo-Saxon Chron., sub anna 1016 (tr. Garmonsway, p. 148).
16 It is not clear whether the Conqueror made use of a bridge; the first certain reference is in 1141
(see V.C.H., Berks., III, 521).
17 See n. 3.
18 Personal information from Dr Ramskou; on the haerevej and at present being excavated. C 14 suggests
980 ± 100. The piles in the transverse rows are about 1.4 m. apart, with lateral 'starlings'; the rows
about 2.4 m. apart (see n. 42).
19 CloseRolls, 1227-31, 499; cf. A. L. Humphreys, CavershamBridge (Reading, 1926).
'0 V.C.H., Berks., III, 212, n.
21 Rotuli Litterarum Clausarum, II, 54 .
•• Rot. Lit. Cl., II, 198.
• 3 Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1292-1301,324.
•• Close Rolls, 1242-7, 80 .
• 5 Rot. Lit. Cl., I, 498.
V.C.H., Surrey, III, 404; the drawing that first shows the bridge looks soon after the mid 14th century;
in Leland's time it had been newly rebuilt.
14
15
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(Hampton, 1750, replaced in timber 1778) ;27
Kingston, by 12 I g, 28 replaced 1828;
(Putney, I 729) ;
(Battersea, 1771).
Caversham and Kingston acquired stone abutments, the latter recently
excavated.P The series can be followed up the tributaries: on the Wey, Byfleet
and Weybridge were both rebuilt in timber c. 1570; and on the Kennet, Burghfield
and Newbury, both existing temp. Edward 1,30 were replaced in stone c. 1770.
These timber bridges often impressed Leland, who notes bridges scrupulously;
they impressed the topographical artists from the 17th century onwards, to whom
we owe almost all that can be said of their structure; and a late-comer among
them, Battersea, positively haunted Whistler. It is only in their final phase that
we can describe them with confidence, but in no case can we positively say that a
bridge has been totally reconstructed until we approach the r Sth-century revolution in carpentry in which James Essex himself played a part.P! Apart from the
few 'revolutionary' bridges, such views as those by Jan Sibrechts of Henley in the
17th century.i" by Sandby of Windsor in the I8th,33 or by a certain Elizabeth
Ranyard of Kingston in the Igth,34 present us with a consistent series of astonishingly crude and uncarpenterly bridges which survived to carry heavy traffic of
the coaching age. They might be compared with the bridge at Ravning,35 but
they are utterly at variance both with normal moat-bridges, whose trestles are
based on sole-plates, and with the data upon which Essex based his reconstruction
of Rochester bridge. Their trestles are closely but irregularly spaced, having two to
five unsquared but accurately driven 'projecting' piles, rising straight from the bed
to a lintel; they have absolutely no longitudinal bracing but sometimes a rough
transverse bracing of 'scissors' or single oblique members, rudely trenched, or
even boIted, across the piles. Simple, ungraceful, yet evidently effective, they are
the complete antithesis of the precisely squared and jointed, but over-reinforced,
technique of the great early medieval roofs and belfries.P" Their crudity goes
beyond any explanation by the common late-medieval tendency to simplify
framing or by a persistence of building with earth-fast posts, which was certainly
recessive by the 13th century.
27 See R. G. M. Baker, 'History of the Thames Bridges between Hampton Court and E. Molesey', in
Surrey Archaeol. Coll., LVIII ( I 96 I ), 79 : a line of h ump-backed' Chinese' bridges was superseded by an orthodox,
though still slightly hump-backed, pile-bridge.
28 Rot. Lit. Cl., I, 558.
2. For Caversham, see n. 19 (Humphrey). Excavations by the Kingston Archaeol. Soc. under S. Nelson,
1972; interim in Post-medieval Archaeol., VII (1973), Il7.
30 E. Jervoise, Ancient Bridges of Southern England (1930),20,26: for Newbury see also Berkshire Archaeol.
]nl., XXXIX (1935), 49.
31 As when he and William Etheridge, between 1748 and 1750, used a tangent linkage, said to derive
from Palladio, in the 'Mathematical Bridge' at Cambridge and over the Thames at Walton. Cf. E. de Mare,
Bridges of Britain (1954), 100, 122, pI. 44 and fig. 65.
32 Painting in the Tate Gallery.
33 There are several, one reproduced in Country Life, 5 September 1963.
34 Drawing in Kingston Central Library and Museum, showing the old and new bridges side-by-side in
1828.
35 See n. 18.
3' For a convenient sample, C. A. Hewett, English Cathedral Carpentry (1974), figs. 9, 19 (Lincoln), 14,
15 (Exeter), 17 (Salisbury).
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Their origin may lie in the mastery of deep and accurate pile-driving. The
piles of the Ravning bridge are considered 'adhesive', relatively short and able
to find their own level under their own weight in suitable ground: the short
'bearing' piles of masonry bridges and comparable early stone buildings could be
driven without large machinery and are cut off at low level. But from the late
13th century a pile-driver (ram or mouton) is mentioned with increasing frequency
in English royal accounts, especially at waterside sites ;37 and the technique,
lending itself to rough work with timbers unshaped apart from their points,
may have transferred itself from wharves and river-walls to free-standing bridgepiers: it was a commonplace for this purpose by 1519, when a ram mounted from
boats is shown driving the high projecting piles of a bridge already nearing
cornpletion.s" The piles exposed at Ballingdon bridge, Sudbury, Suffolk.s"
showed three phases of which the earliest was probably that of a fairly hurried
replacement of a bridge of stone, or at least with stone piers, destroyed in 1520.
There is no trace of this construction in medieval moat-bridges, except in shockabsorbing piles which would be driven further by impact of use.
Essex, the only pioneer of medieval architectural studies who was by training
a carpenter, in his reconstruction of Rochester bridge, realized that the recorded
spans of over 12 m. were impossible without longitudinal bracing and that it had
become notoriously unsafe in its exposed, tidal estuary.s? He was obliged to look
beyond the close-set, 'projecting-pile' technique to the other one known in his
day (and demonstrated in the Eneyclopedie) , 41 with 'bearing piles' capped by plates,
not necessarily as low as those under masonry piers but likewise carrying rigid
supports. His concept of these was essentially an r Sth-century one, with parallel
rows of posts, not unlike the sheathed and pointed skeuomorphs of stone piers used
at Putney bridge in 1729. The 'structural models' derived from minor bridges
(pp. 56 f., 59) may illustrate the earlier medieval alternatives: whether the
capping plates carried linear trestles (i.e. type II, see below) or some self-stable
form (i.e. type III) they could equally have taken the longitudinal bracing that
great spans required. That the neat idiom of the minor bridges is close to that of
great barns and belfries is enough to suggest that it was also suited to major bridges
on independent foundations: evidence to confirm this remains circumstantial.
There were possible ways of forming the foundations other than that most
familiar to Essex ~ with close-set 'bearing piles' penned in with canted 'starlings'42 or horizontal 'sheetings'. One of them, analogous to the timber-revetting

37 L. F. Salzman, Building in England (Oxford, 1952), 85-7'A.The first certain large instance at
Westminster, 1289.
38 Salzman, ut supra, pI. 18b, opp. 321. The subject is Caesar's bridge over the Rhine, a favourite one
for reconstructions according to the ideas of successive generations of antiquaries. For a more recent one,
O. Kraus in Bonner Jahrbuch, cxxx (1925), 232 £f.
39 Proc. Suffolk. Inst, Archaeol., VIII (1894), 21-30. I thank D. Sherlock for this.
40 See n. 3. For his restorations and new works at cathedrals, Hewett, op. cit. in n. 36, 81-5, 130, 140.
41 Receuil de planches sur les sciences, les arts mechaniques et les arts liberaux, I (1763), pI. xv, xvi (high piers
with three rows ofsheeted piles and 'mathematical' superstructure).
42 The word 'starling', apparently not found until the 17th century, has a fluid connotation, but means
something to protect the main piles or piers: canted outer piles, or extensive 'fenders' outside the piers, as at
old London Bridge.
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MEDIEVAL SEAL OF INNSBRDcK
after Rickelt (pp. 53, 90)

of earthworks.i" might have come easily to Saxon and Norman builders and
would have been quick to lay, if not very durable. Something like a coffer-dam,
formed either by wide-spaced piles lined with 'sheeting', as in a wharf-wall, or by
'blockwork' stabilized by trenching at the intersections, would be left in position
and filled with loose material. The 13th-century seal ofInnsbriick (FIG. 14) shows,
in plan, a bridge apparently of this kind in which the piers, certainly high enough
to master a variable mountain river and possibly even to carry the planked walkway without further superstructure, were boat-shaped, cased with intersecting
beams and filled (at least in the interpretation of the heralds who made the sealmotif into the city arms) with rubble.v' The piers, the units of maintenance, in the
Rochester bridge may well have been of this kind, though the tidal estuary would
have required cutwaters at both ends. Over the small Cashen estuary, however, in
Co. Kerry, a bridge of probably early medieval date-" had sole-plates (as in
a moat-bridge), which were pinned to the bed with short stakes, keyed at the top,
transfixing them, and the whole was weighted with boulders.
Perhaps the best standing image of a major bridge of about the 13th century
was provided by the 'English' half of Chepstow bridge, on the Wye, recorded by
Archdeacon Coxe,46 and not replaced until the magnificent iron bridge of 18 I 6.
The final fabric was perhaps that of a reconstruction planned in 1545 but the
design looks extremely conservative and fulfils all the hypothetical conditions
suggested above. The accurately worked trestles ('piers' in Coxe's figure) rose
from transverse sole-plates set on piers ('platforms') cased and laced in timber and
43 The importance of timber-faced earthwork at this period is becoming increasingly apparent in the
view of B. K. Davison.
.. K. and C. F. Rickelt, Wappenbuch der Stadte und Miirkte von Tirol (Lnnsbruck, 1894), 94.
• 5 ]nl. Roy. Soc. Antiq. ofIreland, XCI (1961),135-52.
46 Drawing supplied by a Mr Jennings, made under exceptionally low-water conditions: W. Coxe,
An Historical Tour in Monmouihshire (1801), 359 and pI. opp. 360. A superficially similar bridge at Caerleon
(ibid., 100) almost certainly had driven piles. I thankJ. K. Knight for this most valuable reference. See also
E .jervoise, Anc. Bridges of Wales and Western England (1936), 124-5.
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FIG. 15

BRIDGE AT CHEPSTOW
after Jennings (pp, 54, 85, go)

filled with stonework, two trestles on the smaller (FIG. 15, b), three on the other.
Each trestle (FIG. 15, a) had three massive and well-squared posts, 12 m. tall,
and two straight shores, entering the posts well below the lintel, over which ran
the bearers, arch-braced to the posts in the longer spans only, i.e. those between
the piers or 'platforms'. There was an interrupted sheeting of horizontal planks
on each trestle. This strategic bridge had been built, or rebuilt, in 1234-5 with
fifty of the king's matchless oaks from Dean.s? surely hard to replace in such
quantity 300 years later. Whatever was done later it seems likely that some of its
substance and its pristine shape remained. Its form was that of a normal moatbridge of gigantic stature.
47

Close Rolls, 1231-1:,456.
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MINOR BRIDGES
PRESERVATION AND RECORDING

Moats and meres provide ideal conditions for the preservation of timber
bridges. The bottom is prepared and usually flat, the waterlogged levels restricted
and the natural scour slight. Even when a moat has been regularly cleaned the
basal plates, particularly if laid in trenches, may escape. Where a bridge has been
dismantled and reconstructed on another plan the plates have either been reused or thought too sodden to be worth salvaging; so that, as at Eynsford (no. 3)
or Caerlaverock (no. 15, FIG. 16, PL. IX, A), those of a succession of bridges may lie
side-by-side or in close stratigraphic relation. The remains of the final bridge,
when it has been abandoned intact, may stand as high as the threshold of anaerobic
conditions - almost to full height at Kirby Muxloe (no. 22, FIG. 31). Occasionally,
as at Eynsford (no. 3), some of the upright structure has been cast down in
articulation and preserved within the waterlogged horizon (FIGS. 18, 2 I, PL. IX, B).
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CAERLAVEROCK CASTLE
Section through inner ditch at Bridge A (pp. 55, 72, 74)

A saturated layer within a water-holding moat is to be expected rather than
otherwise. At Eynsford, where the soil-conditions were generally hostile, it was
shallow but inviolate and very productive. The position of the entrance to a
moated site is usually easy to determine, and it can almost be assumed that
something of the bridge remains for those that trouble to find it. That more
bridges have not actually been recovered is due in large part to the difficulties
of depth and of raising and conserving the timbers. In some instances limited
sectioning has done little but to determine their presence; in others, e.g. Camlet
(no. 20), they have been dragged up and examined ex situ; in yet others they came
to light during large-scale clearances with minimal archaeological recording.
At Bodiam (no. 2 I) conditions were so good that they were available for competent examination fifty years after the first, and perfunctory, one. In fact, a
bare half-dozen of the bridges has been completely recorded in situ.
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It will be seen clearly from the examples that minor bridges used the same
methods of framing and jointing as buildings on dry land and were not behindhand in adopting them. Since they preserve a much greater proportion of early
material at the usually vulnerable basal level than any other class of timber
structure, their value for the history of carpentry is obvious. They are also rich in
stratigraphical associations such as normally do not exist for framed buildings on
ground-walls, which have no foundation-trenches and are entirely above the
horizon of casual deposition.
STRUCTURAL MODELS

As far as possible, elements in bridge-construction will be described in terms
of buildings on dry land and also in terms of a model classification which generally
follows that outlined by the author elsewherer"
Defensive bridges differ from other framed structures in that they include a
mobile section (drawbridge), which may be assumed to be of the lifting rather than
the sliding type. Fragments of this may sometimes have been found but little
can be inferred about the mechanism except by analogy with those in a setting of
masonry. This discussion concentrates on the static elements; but of the types of
support given below only the 'earth-fast' (I) and the 'self-stable' (III) are rigid
enough to take the strain of a retractable section, though equally able to carry a
fixed one. In only one case (West Derby, no. 5) was a rigid support certainly made
to receive a mobile section; elsewhere, where a single rigid support occurs in a
series of less stable ones, it may be presumed to indicate a drawbridge.
In the corpus that follows a simple distinction of length is used. 'Short'
bridges span ditches up to about 30 ft. or 9 m. wide at the top and often comprise
a single self-stable support. 'Long' bridges span water-defences ranging, in the
case of Bodiam, up to an artificial mere 60 m. broad: they are of more than two
bays and may include supports of more than one class. In size, but not in environmental conditions, they match the 'major' bridges.
The structural classification adopted (FIG. I7) is by type of support, which
provides the clearest parallels with structures on land.

Tjpe I. Rigid support on projecting piles. In fact this is quite exceptional in
English moat-bridges: where piles occur they seem to have been of moderate
projection, quite unlike the late 'major' bridges described above. 'Adhesive piles',
as in the whole series of early medieval bridges at the Rhenish Husterknupp.v'
are unrecorded. In most cases the piles appear to have been driven; in none are
they certainly sunk in prepared pits, which would provide the closest analogy
with earth-fast post-buildings; in one case (Goltho, no. 2) they are close-set in a
prepared trench (a method also known on land).
Type II. Support from trestles rising from transverse sole-plates, with (FIG. I7,
x, y) or without transverse bracing, but with no shoring in the longitudinal
48
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VI (1970), 183-8.
A. Herrnbrodt, Der Husterknupp (Beihe.fte der Bonner Jahrb.,

Chateau Gaillard,

VI,

1958), esp. 60-3.
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FIG. 17

STRUCTURAL CLASSIFICATION OF TYPES OF SUPPORT
used in minor bridges (pp. 56 f., 59, 77, 85)

direction. Any bracing in this line must have been upward, to the walkway. A
little stability might be given by laying the plates in prepared trenches, but each
truss was fundamentally unstable until the bearers of the walkway were laid
upon it. The form was thus unsuited to take mobile spans, but is by far the
commonest and more persistent type of support in English moat-bridges, producing an evolving series from the late r r th century to the late rfith. The parallel is
with strict bay-structures, especially aisled ones with posts carried on transverse
plates, not directly on stylobates. In these, of course, the plates are normally only
continuous in the terminal frames but there is a similarity in that often the transverse frames are structurally independent at ground level and only braced
horizontally upwards, to the 'arcade-plate'. In like manner it is inferred that
bridge-posts were commonly braced upwards to the bearers. Aisled barns are
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EYNSFORD CASTLE
Rigid support and collapsed frame on DI, with planks removed (pp. 55, 59, 62, 84)
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documentarily attested from about the same early date-? that post-and-trestle
bridges are archaeologically attested and it may be supposed that the introduction
of plate-based aisle-posts may owe something to experience in bridges. In any
case, whether the bridge-trestle was reared or sunk, fully assembled, or adjusted
in situ, the conditions of stabilization from above, by means of the bearers or arcadeplates, are the same.

TYpe III. Rigid and self-stable support, based on sole-plates running in both
directions. In the simplest form, IIIa, the transverse plates have 'toe-pieces', even
of some length, to one side of the transverse plates only. They may be tenoned
into them, or halved but not trenched, or just butted against them. The uprights
at the junction were not stable unless shored in both directions and then only
resistant to compression from the 'toe' side. This form resembles the pressureresistant walling of docks and wharves, without the supporting earth behind it,51
but often having a similar sheeting of horizontal boards, which in the case of bridgesupports can have had little function other than rigidity. In form IIIb the transverse plates are trenched into the middle of short longitudinal plates and the posts
braced down to them on three sides, fully stabilized in the most economical
manner. In this the form resembles structures with moving parts, such as windlasscradles or bell-frames.P and is clearly suitable to take lifting bridges at their
fulcrum as well as at their leading edge. Inform IIIe the plates are trenched into
each other at both ends and form a quadrilateral ground-frame, to which the
posts may be shored in any direction. This, the 'belfrey-type', is like a scaled-down
version of the lower part of a tower strong enough to carry a fighting-platform or a
heavy ring of bells and was perhaps borrowed from such a context. It recurs over
a long period but the earliest, at West Derby, showed a weakness against vertical
compression only. The rigid support at Eynsford (FIG. 18) is unique -- an experimental hybrid rather than in a class of its own. It had points of resemblance with
II, IlIa and IlIc but no proper longitudinal shoring, yet it showed signs of
failure in the other direction.
CORPUS OF TIMBER BRIDGES IN MOATS
The material is listed in approximate chronological order of the earliest
surviving component. Where it has been recently and accessibly published the
summary is usually brief and the criticism minimal. Where it awaits full publication and the excavator has courteously provided 'advance information' a provisional description is given. Where it is inadequately published, and likely to
remain so, as full an account is given as possible. At the sites at the end of the list
50 The most important evidence is from the very detailed leases of manors of the chapter of St Paul's,
London, of which the i zth-century ones, dated from 1141 onwards, are printed in W. H. Hale, The
Domesday of Sf Paul's (Camden Soc., LXIX, 1858), 122-39.
51 e.g. Trig Lane, London; see above, n. 4.
52 Though these do not always have transverse shores. There is the cast of an early well-windlass in a
rubble wall in the keep of Carisbrooke Castle, Isle of Wight. For bell-frames cf. G. P. Elphick, Sussex Bells
and Belfries (1970), 213, fig. 23, i-I. As in bridges, the form seems to be established in the 14th century.
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(nos. 23 ff.), which are not in chronological order, traces of timber bridges have
been reported, but they either lend themselves to other interpretations or are of
little structural significance. Throughout the list the historic, and perennially
referable, shires are used, not the new local government areas.
Also hors-de-serie may be mentioned the remains found in IgOg-1O at Rayleigh Castle, Essex (ef. no. 6).53 They lay some 4 m. within the bailey and could
have played no part in mastering the ditch; nevertheless it is possible to read
them as the terminus of a narrow bridge to the motte, continued as a 'duckboarded' path just clear of the muddy surface, as seems also to have been the case
at South Mymms (no. 4). They comprised a platform or landing of transverse
planks on bearers secured to one of a pair of posts on either side, flat-based and
resting on the surface, by notch-lapped diagonal braces which must originally
have risen to other posts. This would have made the feature more or less rigid
and comparable with the plainest cross-braced belfries. It was buried c. 1140
and thus an early fitment of the castle, but not primary (pre-Domesday) if it
included reused planks. The first of the unquestioned bridge-structures that
follow is older.
I.
HEN DOMEN, MONTGOMERY (SO 214g81). Excavated Ig60 ff. by P. A.
Barker and provisionally published.P A fairly long bridge from bailey to motte, in
five phases from the 1070S to the 1220S. The first phase had, near the bottom of the
ditch, a trench-bedded support of type II with mortices for two uprights only,
and the seating for a similar(?) support near the top of the very steep inner slope.
These would have been stabilized only if joined by a fixed platform, some 4 m.
long, overhanging the slope. In the next two phases the arrangement at the inner
end was probably similar but was answered on the outer lip of the ditch by earthfast posts, which may have been shock-absorbers to a lifting section rather than
fixed supports. Such a drawbridge, however, would have been 10 m. long and
have put an immense strain on the inner platform, requiring a superstructure
secured from the rear. Displaced in an early context and possibly deriving from
the outer bridge of the bailey was another plate with squarish mortices, trenched
at the ends as in a support of type IIIc. The fourth motte-bridge (c. 1200) also
had outer piles of type I, but the inner support differed from its predecessors,
being three-dimensional, more or less self-stable and based on rows of short
timber pads set, like steps, behind one another up the slope. These were all wide
bridges (over 3 m.); the fifth was narrow - a mere gang-plank, cantilevered
over a single row of earth-fast piles.

2.
GOLTHO, LINCOLNSHIRE (TF 116774).
Excavated Ig72 by G. T. M.
Beresford; publication in preparation. 55 A short bridge at the entrance to a simple

53 Trans. Essex. Archaeol. Soc., new ser., XII (1913), 147-83, esp. 159. A sketch of the post, preserved in
Prittlewell Priory Museum, and the lapboards is in D. Renn, Norman Castles in Britain (1968), 85.
5' Chateau Gaillard, III (1969), 15-27, esp. 25-7; Medieval Archaeol., VIII (1964), 262.
55 Medieval Archaeol., XVII (1973), 181, and personal information from Beresford.
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ring-work; in one phase, from about the lOgOS. The support was a single transverse row of contiguous piles, set in a trench in the ditch, rather closer to the
inner lip.
3. EYNSFORD CASTLE, KENT (TQ 54 1658) . Excava ted Ig6 I ff. by the wri ter
and D. C. Mynard and published. 56 A long bridge (17 m.), finally reduced by
stone abutments, at the main entrance to a single enclosure with a massive
curtain; in three phases from c. 1140 or, more probably (see p. go f.), c. 1160 to
c. 1270. The first two phases (FIGS. Ig, 20,28, e, f) covered five bays, if, as spacing
suggests, both had a support about the positions of BI (an empty trench) and of
B2. They included supports of all three major types: type I, the squared earth-fast
piles (W), probably shock-absorbers within the innermost bay; type II, the
trestles (AI, BI, etc.) carrying the fixed outer section; type III, an anomalous,
compound rigid pier to take the leading edge of a mobile inner section. This pier
was formed by butting two heavy beams (TI, T2), grooved to carry lateral walls
of thick vertical planks, between the transverse plates CI and DI and pegging
them to C I only (FIG. 18). Unlike the free-standing trestles and the frame on
plate CI, that on DI was 'sheeted' in horizontal planking (FIG. 21). The pier
proved unequal to its task but was reinforced in phase II by additional transverse
trestles, on C2 and D2 (a reused door-jamb), with two uprights only, and lasted
so for almost another century.
Much of the frame and 'sheeting' on DI (FIGS. 18,21) was preserved, having
been pushed over into the waterlogged plane to make a raft for the phase III
flint abutment, Y. It is generally typical of the phase I trestles, in which, except
for those on CI, the rising members were of equal and quite light scantling. All
had four central uprights and two lateral members of which one was canted, but
steeply enough to have reached the lintel directly (so not a proper shore) and
the other apparently vertical. In the exceptional trestle on CI (FIG. 34, a, b), the
heaviest in any phase of the bridge, possibly forming the portal to a forework,
the central pair of uprights was relatively light but the outer pair had stout posts
(FIG. 34, b, x), which may have risen to a high lintel; the canted lateral member,
also heavy, may have been a true shore to one of these; the other lateral was
vertical and formed of two timbers (FIG. 34, b, y). The trestles on A2 and B2,
certainly replacements and assigned to phase II, but not necessarily of the same
date as the reinforcements C2 and D2, had only three central uprights, like those
of phase III, but again one lateral seems to have been vertical, the other canted.
The symmetrically shored type II support had not yet been achieved (cf. PL. IX, B).
This form, normal in type II from the later 13th century (FIG. 28, a-d),
appears c. 1270 in phase III (FIGS. 22,28, d). The supports of the two-bay static
section, now isolated and tightly fitted between the new abutments (Y, Z), each
had three uprights and two well-inclined shores, probably still straight. The
56 Archaeol. Caniiana, LXXXVIII (1973), 87-116, with arguments why phase I must be mid r zth-centur y
and phase III at the end of the penultimate occupation, c. 1270, rather than the ultimate (beginning of
14th century). Brief account in Chateau Gaillard, VI, as n. 48. The blocks for FIGS. 18-22 and PL. IX, B were
courteously lent by the Kent Archaeological Society.
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space within abutment Y remained largely void and still required a bridge,
whether mobile or not. A displaced plate, E, of uncertain derivation, was used to
bind a slight bank against the curtain, on top of which rose two piers oflight poles
based on plates, like miniature type III supports: these were, or became, the
lacings of flint piers (V I, V 2) to support the inner section of bridge.
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EYNSFORD CASTLE (pp. 62, 64)

4. SOUTH MYMMS CASTLE, HERTFORDSHIRE (TL 230026). Excavated I964-5
by]. P. C. Kent; publication in preparation.v? A fairly long and narrow (2 m.)
bridge from the bailey to the ground-level entrance of a timber-revetted motte
with a berm; in one phase, c. I I41. No timber remained but the seating for a
support was cut into the ditch-slope near the bottom, in the shape of a step
running I m. into the slope on the axis of the bridge but only 0.6 m. wide. The
support was thus not a trestle, as Hen Domen phases I to 3, but might be considered as a much more compact equivalent of Hen Domen phase 4, balanced
rather than self-stable. The walkway was probably cantilevered laterally where
it crossed the moat, as in Hen Domen phase 5, but at its outer end and where it
crossed the berm to the threshold it was tied down on low supports, running close
to the ground like duckboarding, as at Rayleigh (p. 60).
5. WEST DERBY CASTLE, LIVERPOOL (S] 397934). Excavated I927 and pubIished.P' A short bridge (FIG. 23) at the entrance to a bailey with a low motte, of
unrecorded origin. The site was considered as deserted early in the I3th century
67
68

Personal information from Dr Kent.
Univ. Liverpool Annals of Archaeol. and Anthropology, xv (1928), 47-55.
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WEST DERBY CASTLE (pp. 64 f., 86, 89)

but occupied sporadically later. Despite the excavator's OpInIOn, the bridge,
of one phase, would seem to be primary; such structural details as the notchlapped shores and the form of the tenons (pp. 86,88 f.) would bear a date temp.
Stephen, if not earlier. The support, of type IIIc, was purely a shock-absorber,
formed like the frame of an upturned table; the mobile section also evidently had
'legs', which had made bruises on the plates and its fall had caused contusion at
the seatings of the uprights. In one place, as in the bridge of Cashen, Co. Kerry
(p. 53), a plate was riveted to the soil by a stake.
6.
RAYLEIGH CASTLE, ESSEX (TQ 805908).
Excavated I969-70 by D. G.
Macleod r" publication forthcoming. A long bridge, contemporary with the
barbican added to the bailey in the mid r zth century (temp. Stephen or early
Henry II). Little timber was preserved but the seatings of the plates suggest
eight or nine supports of type II.
CASTLE, WARWICKSHIRE (SP 022827).
Excavated I938 and
The excavation in the moat, as distinct from the interior, was largely a
matter of clearance and the records are inadequate and practically unpublished
7.

WEOLEY

I955-62.60

.9 Personal information from L. Helliwell, Southend-on-Sea Museums.
60 Trans. Birmingham Archaeol. Soc., LXXVIII (1962), 61-85; for interior of castle, Medieval Archaeol.,
VI-VII (1962-3), 109-34.
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(some were lost in the War). The writer is much indebted to Mrs Ruth Taylor of
Birmingham Museum for providing all available information. The great
trapezoidal moated site was enlarged and fortified by licence of I 264. Dr A. Oswald,
the later excavator, ascribes the consequent work mainly to the 1270S61 and
posits three bridges, of which two are certain:

A. North-east Bridge: deduced from timbers in the moat, not otherwise
described, which if they represent a bridge, would seem to be of the later r zth
century, since they do not correspond with any later opening.
B. East bridge: the remains lie in front of a postern in the middle of the
post-r zfia E. curtain but at right angles to the edge of the pre-1264 moat, over
which the bridge seems to have formed the main approach and to have been
adapted to the later postern. Significantly, the passage from it is impeded by the
earliest buildings, of the time when bridge A may have been operative. Bridge B
would have been quite long (over 14 m.), ifit reached the earlier moat-edge, and
of three bays even when reduced. The visible timberss'' were apparently of great
scantling, up to 50 em. Close to the later curtain was a transverse plate, as
though for a type II trestle, but it rested on heavy, pointed timbers, which looked
like the exposed ends of longitudinal plates running under the curtain, in which
case the pre- I 264 inner support would have been of type lIla or IIIc. Farther
out lay two transverse rows of heavy packing-pieces, some obviously cut off earlier
members, presumably to take later supports of type II.
C. North-west Bridge (FIG. 24; not shown on the published site-plan'"}: at
the main entrance to the post-r zfia enceinte and unrelated to the earlier moat.
A long bridge (17m.), in four bays, later reduced to three (on the assumption,
consistent with the massive chases in the inner stone abutment, that the innermost
section was mobile and 6,5 m. long). The outer stone abutment had three phases,
the earliest of which Oswald considered to be later than the curtain and the
primary bridge. Be that as it may, he reasonably associated the demolition of the
first phase of the abutment (X) and the building of the second with a reconstruction of the castle early in the 15th century, and placed the third phase, which
shared its facade with the second, later in the same century. The timbers found are
difficult to associate with any particular phase of the abutment. P. B. Chatwin's
plan of 1938 shows a braced frame, A, lying on the bed of the moat, apparently
articulated on, but not central to the site of the mobile inner section. It does not
look like part of an intermediate support, even a late one. Oswald, on tenuous
associations.v" thought all the timber remains were very late - subsequent to the
last phase of the abutment. This seems most questionable. Discounting loose
fragments and frame A, they can be resolved into three well-spaced transverse
plates (B, C, D), some 6 m. long and suited to supports of type II. Band Chad
Trans. Birmingham Archaeol. Soc., ut supra, 70.
Ibid., fig. I, the only evidence for bridge B, apart from one photograph.
63 West Midlands News Sheet (C. B.A. Gp. 8), 5 (invokes some pottery and a rfith-century glass beaker,
not well stratified).
61
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packing-pieces of reused timber; under them, towards one side, was a longitudinal beam with a groove (but lighter than T1 and T2 at Eynsford) or perhaps
two beams; over them lay a longitudinal plank. Plate D was laid in a trench
against the common facade of the two later phases of abutment X and all the
plates were aligned on this, not that of the first phase. The most obvious interpretation is that they belong to a series of type II trestles consequent on the
reconstruction of the abutment early in the 15th century, that the packingpieces are taken from the previous bridge and that the grooved beam may be a
relic of a first-phase support of type IIIc or similar, to take the mobile section of
the bridge. The final bridge might be compared with that at Bodiam (no. 2 I)
but was less solid. Trestle B had no transverse stabilization, which is a ground for
supposing there was, in the second phase, a support near frame A. If so, when the
fourth bay was eliminated near the outer abutment, another bay was inserted
near the inner one. On plate D, the only one where all the mortices are recorded,
there were only two uprights and two shores which may have passed them and
reached the lintel. Oswald reckoned the walkway as 2.4 m. wide.
G
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8. PENHALLAM (BURY COURT), JACOBSTOW, CORNWALL (SX 294974).
Excavated 1973 by G. T. M. Beresford and published.v' A short bridge to a large
moated courtyard-house; in one phase from the I220S or I230s, superseded in the
I270S. It had two supports of type II, each with two, unbraced posts only: the
inner, stabilized by the enclosing stone wall, took the movement of a lifting bridge
2 m. wide; the outer, free-standing, took its fall. The dead mortices in the
reused inner plate probably do not refer to a bridge.
9.

GROSMONT CASTLE, MONMOUTHSHIRE (SO 405244).

Excavated 1927 by

H.M. Office of Works.t" A bridge at the entrance to a raised inner ward with a
towered enceinte of the I220S or I230S and probably of that date, possibly a
generation earlier; originally fairly long (four bays?) but, as so often, reduced
when a forework was added to the gatehouse, c. 1330. The remaining plate, of a
type II support, lay in a wide channel at the bottom of the rock-cut ditch. It was
short (3.3 m.) and wide (0.4 m.) suggesting that the support, like its modern
replacement, was narrow, with two uprights only and no shores. The present one
has internal scissor-braces, a plausible reconstruction.
10.
MONTGOMERY CASTLE (SO 22 I968). Excavated 1972-3 by]. K. Knight;
publication forthcoming.P" A fairly long (16 m.) bridge, also at the entrance to a
high inner ward of the I220S and I230s, repaired in 1249 and in 1331, but not
reduced in length. The final phase, with a single masonry pier, dated from the
early 17th century. No timber remained but three early phases (? primary and the
repairs noticed above) were detectable in the stone beddings for type II supports,
each phase more or less in the same position. There were three trestles, nearly
level on the bed of the rock-cut ditch; the outermost left only faint traces; the
innermost, in one phase, had longitudinal plates, or toe-pieces, in the direction
of compression, thus converting this support to type IlIa. The plates were much
longer than at Grosmont - up to 7.6 m. - and the beds up to 0.75 m. wide.

I I.

CAERPHILLY CASTLE, GLAMORGAN (ST 155872).

Excavated 1958 by

]. M. Lewis and briefly reported.P? In the eastern arm of the inner moat four long
timbers were found, lying longitudinally (FIG. 25) as though to form runners
beneath type II trestles, two of them overlying a rough compact circle of stakes,
just under I m.long and about 12.5 em. in diameter, which again looked like small
bearing-piles for some later bridge (FIG. 25, p). The long timbers had been previously unearthed and protected by low brick walls: they might have been
displaced. Two of them (I and II) were mere planks, 10 em. thick, but contained
mortice-slots. The others, III and IV (FIG. 28, g, h), were substantial and seem to
be the plates of earlier type II trestles. III was very broad, with wide, wellaligned mortices, unpegged, and consistent with the primary build of the I 260s;
o' Medieval Archaeo!., XVI (1972), 193, and XVIII (1974), II6~20 and figs. 23-5.
05 Only evidence from H.M.O.W. plan.
00 Personal information from Knight and D.o.E. plans; cf. History of the King's Works, II (1963), 741.
0' Medieval Archaeol., II (1958), 197, and personal information from Lewis, who kindly supplied the plans
here published.
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CAERPHILLY CASTLE
Bridge-timbers in inner moat (p. 68 f.)

it indicates two great posts for a bridge nearly 5 m. wide, a central upright and
two internal shores only, descending towards it. IV had been used more than once:
its external shores had been renewed and at one time it seems to have had a
specialized lateral part (ef. Bodiam, no. 21). The innermost shore-mortices suggest
two enormous blades, not specially thin, which must have 'passed' the uprights
(connected with work of the 1320S?).
12. FLINT CASTLE (S] 247734). Excavated 1971-4 by T.]. Miles; interim
reports only.68 A bridge at the entrance to the broad inner bailey, associated with
its renewal in stone from 1277; again, the bridge was repaired c. 1330 and in the
early 17th century. The trenches for the plates of three type II supports were
found but little or no timber remained.
13. ACTON BURNELL, SHROPSHIRE (S] 529021). A short bridge at the
entrance to a small quadrilateral moated site (FIG. 26), excavated 1962 by P. A.
68

Personal information from Miles: little relevant in the notices hitherto in Medieval Archaeol.
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ACTON BURNELL (p. 69 f.)

Barker and briefly published.s" In one phase, assigned to the 1280s, but arguably
later. 70 The support, of type HIc, in contrast with the less solid and less scientifically designed West Derby (no. 5) and Leckhampton (no. 17), had the longitudinal
plates trenched over the transverse ones, with the outer ends pointed (as perhaps
at Weoley, E. bridge, no. 7B). The tenons of four posts at the intersections ran
longitudinally, athwart the compression. The posts were shored towards the
centre of the longitudinal plates; the outer pair was also shored transversely on
both sides, the inner towards the ends of the plates only. All four lateral shores
were massive, with face-tenons neatly trimmed on the skew (FIG. 34, g). Never
having been dismantled, the timbers were excellently preserved, except for the
sapwood, to some 25 ern. above plate level, but were too 'complacent' to give
dendrochronological indications.
• 9 Medieval Archaeol., VIII (1964), 272-3; personal information and photographs from Barker; examination and drawing of the timbers, now at Shrewsbury, by the writer.
70 Barker associated it with other works of Bishop Burnell (d. 1292) in the parish but the comparatively
advanced features in the structure are noticed in the discussion and the finds were too few to settle the
matter.
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CAERLAVEROCK CASTLE
Plan of bridge-timbers in inner ditch (extent of later rubble abutment
indicated by dot-and-dash) (pp, 72, 74, 89)
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14. LEWMOTE, ELMER'S END, SOUTH NORWOOD, KENT (TQ 355684). Excavated
1973 by Mrs L. Thornhill and R. W. Savage; full publication forthcoming."! A
short bridge to the inner enclosure of a concentric square moated site; in one phase
of c. 1290-13°0 (with closely associated finds). Though not completely exposed,
the remains suggest a roughly built variation on type IIIc, with three longitudinal
plates, on packing-pieces and partially halved, rather than trenched, over the
transverse plate. The inner posts, if any, were unbraced; the three outer uprights
were shored inwardly only but strengthened by horizontal 'sheeting', as in IIIc.
15. CAERLAVEROCK CASTLE, DUMFRIES (NY 025656). Excavated 1959-66
for the Ministry of Works by I. MacIvor; full publication in hand.P Two bridges,
of which all the basal members remained, at a strategically important castle.
Bridge A (FIGS. 16, 27). A long (30 m.) bridge at the entrance to the triangular inner ward, in four phases: I, primary, c. 1290; II, consequent on a forework to the gatehouse, second quarter of the 14th century; III, 15th century;
IV, a reduction and modification in 1593.
Phase I had five bays with four supports of type II, the innermost obscured
by the forework. The three exposed plates (as FIG. 28, c) were of very heavy
scantling, well-squared and laid more or less at the same level on the bed of the
rock-cut ditch. The mortices were well-aligned and broad, but broadest on the
innermost and largest plate, which had two great square posts and two shores,
with one peg apiece, and two central uprights, lighter and unpegged. The other
two supports were similar but with only one central upright. The transverse
plates of phases II and III of the bridge, now reduced to four bays, lay at a higher
level, the outermost on a rock ledge, the other two, in both phases, athwart the
same pair of longitudinal plates, which rested, in turn, on the transverse plates of
phase I. In phase II, however, the plates were cross-trenched into one another
and mortices in the longitudinals suggest that the outer trestle was shored on both
faces and the inner at the rear only, as at Acton Burnell. This would make the
whole unit into a support of type IIIc, even if (p. 88 f.) shores were difficult to
attach and the mortices all imply vertical support to the runners. Two of them,
slightly offset, must anyway have been for intermediate uprights. It appears that
the longitudinal plates failed at the points of greatest compression, just where the
inner shores would have entered them. The shores, and/or lateral uprights, were
then removed. The trestles thus reverted to type II, but were probably not dismantled, and remained in use, reinforced, much as at Eynsford, by the shorter
and roughter trestles of phase III (as FIG. 28, a). Again, as at Eynsford, part ofa
vertical structure, the central trestle of phase III, was preserved through having
served in a raft or frame-gate under a rubble abutment, which filled the whole
outermost bay in phase IV. Here the timbers, two shores and an upright, had been
disarticulated, but were complete. This allows a reconstruction (FIG. 28, a), of
71 Archaeol. Cantiana, XCI (forthcoming) ; interim report in The London Archaeologist, II (1973), 75-7; personal
examination.
72 Medieval Archaeol., IV (1960), 147; personal information and D.o.E. drawings, of which an extract is
here published, from MacIvor.
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REPRESENTATIVE SOLE-PLATES
a-c. Caerlaverock, 3B, 2B and IB; d-f. Eynsford, A3, A2 and AI;
g-h. Caerphilly, III and IV (pp. 62, 68, 72, 74, 85, 88)
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which the only doubtful point is whether the central upright was of the same
height as the lateral ones. The shores entered the lateral uprights in doubly
pegged tenons. The trestle was probably strengthened by two face-lapped horizontal planks, on the upper of which the two transverse shores, suggested above,
presumably thrusted. The one new plate inserted in phase IV, towards the
gatehouse and at the high level of the new outer abutment, had four central
mortices of equal depth and lighter lateral ones, not shaped for shores, though
Bridge B (see below) would suggest that they carried them.
The special value of this series of bridges at Caerlaverock lies in the variety
of idioms in which the same 'normal' pattern of symmetrical trestle is interpreted
(FIG. 28, C, b, a). All the accessible plates in the first three phases carried three
uprights and two shores, except the largest (IA) of phase I. In this phase it has the
foursquare idiom of early metropolitan framing, with posts massive enough to
receive compression in two directions, though here exerted only in one plane.
In phase II the mortices, equally well aligned, were much longer, generally
with two pegs, and all members, shores and functional posts, of the same, very
oblong section. This is reminiscent of the thin, deep scantlings of some cruck
buildings, if not quite the plank-like idiom of a few exceptional early 14th-century
buildings.?" The most serious objection to interpreting the mortices as seatings for
longitudinal shores, at right angles to the plane of strength, is that there is scant
depth for their head-mortices. The scantling is awkward enough for type II
supports, let alone for self-stable ones. In the compact but ill-worked trestles of
phase III the proportionate section of the uprights, still of equal scantling, and
the mortices, generally with one peg, is intermediate between those of phases I
and II. The mortices, at least, are properly formed. (Cf. PL. IX, A, phases I-III.)
Bridge B. A short bridge over an outer ditch dug in 1593 best represents
phase IV. Its two supports, both preserved to a considerable height, rose from
short plates, the heavier near the centre of the ditch, the lighter one on a rock
ledge. They also followed the type II pattern, with three uprights and two shores
of equal scantling, but in a further degenerate version, with full-size sockets
instead of basal mortices, and no pegs. While phase I is completely metropolitan,
the others, in contrast with Camlet, Bodiam or Kirby Muxloe (nos. 20-2), are
all somewhat provincial.
16. KILMAGOURA, co. CORK (Ireland. R 467213). Excavated 1967 for the
Office of Public Works by R. W. Glasscock and briefly published.P A short (4 m.)
bridge at the entrance to a small rectangular moated site; in one phase (as far
as concerns the bridge), primary and assigned to c. 1300, which fits the detail
although finds were deficient. There were evidently two supports of type II, with
mortices set very close (if contemporaneous) and massive square uprights (but no
shores ?), their tenons secured by wedges.
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e.g. Baguley Hall, Cheshire (ef. Antiq. Jnl.,
Medieval Archaeol., XII (1968), 196.

XL

(1960), 131-51) and Hartley Wespall Church, Hants.
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LECKHAMPTON (p. 75)

17. LECKHAMPTON, GLOUCESTERSHIRE (SO 941194). Excavated 1933 and
published.i" A short (5 m.) bridge at the main entrance to a small pentagonal
moated site (FIG. 29)' Timberwork in one phase, with stone abutments, of which
the inner one carried a gatehouse, structurally, but perhaps marginally, later.
The whole was assigned to the 14th century from pottery dated according to the
lights of 1933 and not illustrated; the ridge-tiles at least could be somewhat earlier
and, as at Caerphilly (no. I I), C. 1300 would be a reasonable median date. The
support, of type lIIc, had the transverse plates trenched, as usual, over the
longitudinal. The posts at the intersections had mortices running transversely,
and were shored to the exposed ends of the plates. There were single mortices in
the centre of the longitudinal plates, presumably for shores to the outward posts
but possibly for intermediate uprights (but no intermediates on the transverse
plates). The plates were tapering and ill-squared and the whole lighter and less
integrated than Acton Burnell (no. 13)' Some fragments of planking remained
on top.
18. BUSHWOOD HALL, LAPWORTH, WARWICKSHIRE (SP 176693). Found
during mechanical clearance in 1961; the publication." does not say how much
was recorded in situ and leaves certain doubts in the interpretation. A short
(9 m.) bridge afterwards buried in the entrance-causeway of a moated site; in
one phase, if we can trust the even length and strict setting of the plates and the
75
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Trans. Bristol and Gloucester Archaeol. Soc.,
Medieval Archaeol., VI-VII (1962-3), 316.
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'dressing' of the mortices in longitudinal file, though two phases (one perhaps
associated with a contract in 13 I 3) would better explain the fact that the plates
were little over I m. apart. Five supports recorded: the outer pair and the third,
separated from the second by a narrow stone footing, were oftype II, the fourth of
type lIla, with tenoned toe-pieces pointing outwards, and the innermost, of
type II, almost contiguous with it. All the plates were regularly trimmed, quite
massive, bedded about the same level and carried mortices for two nearly square
posts, with central tenons, and two shores, probably face-tenoned, but no intermediate uprights. The type IlIa support also had two small mortices, interpreted
as for ashlar-pieces to the lateral shores (the alignment makes this doubtful) and
mortices for shores to the toe-pieces. According to Oswald, the innermost plate is
to be interpreted as part of a primary reinforcement to the type IlIa support, the
whole making a stable unit to carry a lifting bridge; the second and third trestles
'sandwiched' a stone pier, which with the excessively short bays could only be a
shock-absorber, thus allowing the simple outer trestle to take the trailing edge. If
this is correct, why such pains to provide trestles that could be used as stepping
stones? An alternative interpretation might be that the third and innermost
trusses are later reinforcements. Part of the walkway was found, with longitudinal
bearers, cross-braced.
19. HEN GWRT, LLANTILLIO CROSSENNY, MONMOUTHSHIRE (SO 396151). Excavated 1957 by O. E. Craster and]. M. Lewis and published.J? A fairly long
(under IS m.) and wide (3.5 m.) bridge at the entrance to a large square moated
site; probably only one phase, of the early 14th century. The supports were
probably all of type II but only the innermost was examined in detail: it had a
substantial and very deep plate, with two uprights only, sawn off at the tenon,
and no shores. At least two more appeared when the water-level was lowered,
with uprights still standing on them.
20. CAM LET, TRENT PARK, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX (TF 987282). Excavated
amateurishly in 1923 and the timbers dragged out: the remaining evidence was
carefully reassembled by D. F. Renn in 1967.78 A fairly long (about IS m.)
bridge at the entrance to a large rhomboidal moated site; in one phase, probably
to be associated with a licence of 1347 and the Arthurian craze of that decade.
It was an elaborate triple version of type IIIc, neatly executed in heavy scantling,
and the only preserved specimen of a type of bridge in which the longitudinal
plates continue over several bays, recognizable in some medieval and sub-medieval
drawings by the fact that the posts are all shored in that direction."
At Camlet the longitudinal plates were in two lengths, joined by a splayed
and face-pegged scarf,80 and there was an extra, outer pair of longitudinal plates
Archaeol. Cambrensis, CXIl (1963), 159-63.
Trans. London and Middlesex Archaeol. Soc., XXI (1967), 224-5.
79 Cf. the contemporary representation of a Henry VIII fort in B.M., Cotto Aug., I, i, 20, reproduced
in R. Allen Brown, English Medieval Castles (1954), fig. 64.
80 For scarf-joints, a convenient account in C. A. Hewett, The Development ofCarpentry, 1200- I 700 (Newton
Abbot, 1969), 171-88.
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in the inner bay. The four transverse plates were trenched over these; the two
longer ones, forming the inner bay, being trenched over both pairs. Just in front
of this bay a shorter transverse beam, grooved along its upper surface, was halved
over the main longitudinals. The inner bay formed a scaffold broad enough to
carry the entire mobile part and had much in common with the outer supports
at Bodiam (no. 2 I) that likewise carried lifting bridges, a generation later in date.
The mortices throughout were long, well-centred and well-aligned, but
differently arranged in each transverse frame, indicating four uprights and (?)
a single shore on the outermost, two posts with short shores that probably 'passed'
them (cf. FIG. 17, x) and a central upright on the second, and posts at the intersections with both pairs of longitudinals on the long inner pair. The innermost
plate also had a central upright and shores from the posts descending towards it
and 'nudging' it, again as at Bodiam. In the inner bay each length oflongitudinal
plate had three identical mortices, all perhaps for uprights rather than shores. A
strong and completely integrated structure, it represents, with Bodiam, I4thcentury bridges 'in the best company'.

21. BODIAM CASTLE, SUSSEX (TQ 785256). Excavated 19 I 9-20, partly reexcavated and surveyed in much greater detail by D. Martin in 1970, both
operations published.s! Two long bridges, A and B: A, to a forework of the main
entrance and, B, to the postern, of a quadrilateral castle in a vcry wide moat, in
two phases, of which the second simply modified the ends of the first, which
followed the licence of 1385. Each bridge comprised a series of type II supports
(nine to A and six to B) in phase I, and a type IIIb support in phase II, to carry a
mobile bridge responding to a stone abutment. These probably replaced three
more supports of type II. The plates were all set in trenches on packing-pieces
and were of very heavy scantling, neatly squared. Both bridges had been dismantled; all the rising members had been removed and in Bridge B the plates
had been removed as well. The plates of the type II supports were identical
throughout Bridge A: each had long, well-centred mortices for two posts and two
shores, with no intermediate uprights and no provision for pegs. Each of the type
IIIb supports had three longitudinal plates - two close together, to the right of a
person entering, the third to the left - and a transverse plate of heavier scantling
trenched over them. The posts at all three intersections had shores each way, with
pegged tenons to the longitudinal plates and with unpegged tenons to the transverse, except between the close-set posts. As at Camlet, the transverse shores
nudged an intermediate upright. Martin's reconstruction, as a completely solebraced structure supporting a mobile bridge under a high lintel, with the lifting
gear between the two close-set posts on the right, hardly leaves room for dispute.s"
Only the platform to work the gear, which, it is suggcsted, reached the first
'normal' support, involves much conjecture. Martin posits arch-bracing from
the walkway to the posts in the longitudinal line. See also Appendix, p. 90.
81 Lord Curzon, Bodiam Castle, Sussex (1926), 89-90; D. Martin, Bodiam Castle Medieval Bridges (Hastings
Area Archaeol. Papers, 1(1973)).
82 Martin, ut supra, 15, photo. C; 18, fig. 7.
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22. KIRBY MUXLOE CASTLE, LEICESTERSHIRE (SK 524046). Excavated 1913
by H.M. Office of Works but hitherto unpublished.s" A long (17 m.) bridge at
the entrance to a quadrilateral castle within a wide moat (FIGS. 30, 31, PL. x); the
astonishingly complete primary phase was contemporaneous with the building,
begun in 1480 and effectively abandoned in 1484. Timbers found at high level in
the innermost bay are not fragments of the mobile section and must belong to a
much later second phase (FIG. 33). The original bridge had five bays with a lifting
section 6 m. long, which was fully counterpoised and did not require shockabsorbers or any reinforcement of the responding support. The four supports,
of type II, were identical apart from a slight gradation in height and had wellsquared transverse plates, laid on packing-pieces but not in trenches; they carried
two heavy square posts, each shored outwardly with two strongly curved and more
or less concentric braces, and a thinner central upright, little larger than its
mortice. The mortices for the shores are well centred and it is probable that the
mortices of both entered the post, not the lintel. The standing timbers were
preserved up to just below the point of entry and all have two pegs, save three of
the lower shores (on one side only) and one of the central uprights. An unmorticed
beam had been laid deliberately, on packing-pieces, at the foot of the slope
against the outermost plate, as though to steady it. The trestles (FIG. 32 - a
generalized reconstruction) were left in situ: a modern bridge, of generally similar
design but with the upper shores reaching the lintels, was laid out so that its
trestles alternated with the old ones. Its plates are on bearing piles - quite
unnecessary in medieval experience.
The phase II fragments (FIG. 33) comprised two longitudinal plates on
packing-pieces and a transverse plate trenched over them and resting also on the
eroded heads of the old posts. This and a shallow rubble sleeper wall at the inner
end may have carried very low trestles, more or less of type II.
The following are unsubstantiated or less informative examples.

23. ABINGER, SURREY (TQ 115460). Excavated 1949 by Dr B. K. HopeTaylor and published.s" A causeway across the motte-ditch bore a transverse
furrow between two ridges, each feature about 1.5 m. wide. This was interpreted
as the substructure of a low, level, railed bridge, leading to steps (rather than of a
high, inclined one); but nothing can be asserted about the superstructure save
that, in view of the clarity of post-holes on the motte, it did not use earth-fast piles.
24. CASTLE BROMWICH, WARWICKSHIRE (SP 143901). Excavated 1970 by
W. J. Ford.v Here the bailey ditches were broken by timber-sheeted causeways,
interpreted as carrying low, railed bridges or gangways, presumably after the
fashion suggested at Abinger. Both were early r sth-century.
83
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Only evidence from H.M.O.W. plans and photographs. For wider context cf. Trans. Leicester Archaeol.
XI (1913-20),193-345; bridge, 1481,237.
Archaeol. ]nl., ovrr (1950), 15-43.
Medieval Archaeol., xv (1971), 148-9.
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25. MOON'S MOAT, BEOLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE (SP 069682). Excavated
1970-72 by M. D. Wise and briefly reported.s" Little can be said about the form of
the timber bridge but there is good evidence for its existence, viz.: a hole for a
heavy post on the inner bank, seen as the attachment of a bridge; and, on the
bed of the ditch, a morticed longitudinal plate with a transverse plate lying
athwart it. This may well be part of a type Illc support, but if so, the upper plate
has heeled over, so that the pegged mortice over the intersection faces horizontally: the section was too narrow to resolve the matter. Date: c. 1300 onwards.
26. WESTMINSTER PALACE, LONDON (TQ 301794). Timberwork found in
1964 in the inlet or dock immediately S. of the Jewel Towers? included wharfrevetments and what appeared to be the morticed plate of a type II bridgetrestle, but lying athwart the later channel. Displaced or not, it seemed to precede
the building of the Jewel Tower in 1365-6, but perhaps only by a short period.
27. BEDFORD CASTLE, BEDFORDSHIRE (TL 053497). Excavated 1972 by
D. Baker.f" A limited sounding in the outer, W., moat revealed close to the outer
lip a stain in the gravel that indicated a transverse plate with short longitudinal
plates or 'toe-pieces' pointing towards the foot of the slope. This would suggest a
type IlIa structure serving as an all-timber outer abutment. It was probably
i ath-century: the castle was slighted in 1224.
28. BIRMINGHAM, MANORIAL MOAT OF THE DE BERMINGHAMS (SP 073866).
Sectioned commercially 1974 and examined by P. Rahtz and Mrs L. Watts.s''
There was a displaced beam near the bottom of the ditch and, towards the top of
the slope, short driven piles and one tenoned member. They would seem to
represent a revetment of the margin rather than part of a bridge.
29. LONGNOR MOAT HOUSE, SHROPSHIRE (SJ 493002). Excavated 1958 by
P. A. Barker and published.P? Timber fragments found near the entrancecauseway of the quadrilateral moat were interpreted as debris from the construction of a bridge or palisade. They strengthen the likelihood that there was a
timber bridge in the vicinity, but no structural elements were identified.
30. HEADSTONE MANOR, HARROW, MIDDLESEX (TQ 141897). Timbers found
in 197391 4 m. from the entrance, in cleaning the moat (in existence by 1368) of
this archiepiscopal manor, are difficult to connect with a bridge, rather than a
fence or revetment (ef. Birmingham, no. 28). They include a light pile, 1.2 m.
long.
Medieval Archaeol., xv (1971),168, XVII (1973), 176.
Medieval Archaeol., IX (1965), 198-200.
BB Medieval Archaeol., XVI (1972),179, XVII (1973),159.
B6
B7
B9
90
91

Personal information from Rahtz.
Medieval Archaeol., III (1959), 317.
Personal information from Mr Thorne, lately Borough Engineer.
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31. WALTHAM ABBEY, ESSEX (TL 381009). A bridge over a mill-leat,
excavated 1968 by P. ]. Huggins and published with a discussion of possible
parallels, many of them cited above.I" In the excavator's opinion the timbers
probably did not belong to an independent bridge but were concomitants of the
late 14th-century stone bridge that obscured them, a plate with tenoned uprights
and sheeting representing a revetment of the bank behind the abutment, another
plate, perhaps, a coffer-dam.
32. BISHOP'S WALTHAM PALACE, HAMPSHIRE (SU 552173). Timbers found by
the writer in 1960, when a drain was cut transversely through the causeway in
front of the NW. gatehouse, seem to be parts of roof-trusses used in articulation to
lace the causeway, rather than of a bridge. They would then belong to a 'tidyingup' operation after Civil War fighting.
Ex33. ERNESFORD GRANGE, COVENTRY, WARWICKSHIRE (SP 370776).
cavated 1973 by B. Hobley and Mrs M. Rvlett.?" The single, unmorticed beam
was not part of a timber bridge but a kind of longitudinal tie-rod at the base of a
stone one.

THE STRUCTURE OF MINOR BRIDGES
CONSTANT FACTORS IN THE STRUCTURE
The immediate impact of this sample, distributed throughout England and
just over its borders, is that it shows no recognizable regional variation and
remarkably little 'development'. The trestle-support on a transverse sole-plate is
everywhere dominant. It is already present in the earliest context of all, Hen
Domen phase I, and persists in its simple, type II form over five centuries. It can
also be isolated as the essential component of type III in all its varieties. The rigid
support at Eynsford (no. 3) is a clumsy attempt to bind two trestles together and
elsewhere, even in the late and elaborate Camlet (no. 20) the longitudinal plates
just run under the principal supports to take secondary shoring. Only Acton
Burnell (no. 13) seems to transcend the medieval predisposition towards
transverse bays for something more resistant to a predominantly longitudinal
compreSSIOn.
There ought to be, primafacie, a marked difference between on the one hand
steeply rising, often narrow bridges mastering v-shaped ditches, particularly of
mottes; and on the other hand near-level bridges, carrying heavier traffic over
flat-bottomed ditches into baileys, ringworks and plain moated sites. In fact
type II supports, appropriate to the latter, were precariously applied to steep
positions, including two attempts at Hen Domen. At Abinger a sector of the ditch
was left flat, perhaps to support a rising bridge. A level bridge leading to steps up a
92
93
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Medieval Archaeol., XIV (1970), 126-47.
Personal information from Mrs Rylett.
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motte has little warrant, though often seen in reconstructions ;94 and the flying
gangplank, apparently shown on the Bayeux tapestry, though it may be discerned
at South Mymms (no. 4), is only painfully achieved at Hen Domen. Ifone may
argue from so limited a sample it would suggest that transverse supports were
already familiar at low-profile defences and were transferred to high mottebridges. Goltho (no. 2) shows one way of doing it, but the type II trestle was
easier to raise. It was fairly rigid in the transverse plane, even without bracing
and could be reared in articulation. It is the essential component of the 'boxframe' and bridges provide its oldest remaining exemplars. Their main structural
interest lies in the development of this basic unit.
One constant of bridge-trestles in relation to other box-frames, including
aisled ones, is that they are always in 'reversed assembly'; i.e. the bearers or
longitudinal upper plates run over the lintels or ties, not below them and through
the heads of the posts.v" This cannot be proved from any surviving example, but
it would be most inconvenient to lay the walkway and impossible to receive a
lifting section or to rear an assembled trestle were it otherwise. In aisled buildings
'reversed assembly' is an archaic and recessive fashion, found occasionally in the
aisles but seldom if ever at the higher level, and implies a carpentry of superimposition rather than of complete integration. Again bridges take us, and keep us,
close to the genesis of 'box-frame' construction.
VARIATION IN THE TRANSVERSE FRAME

There is more than one functional concept even in the elementary transverse
frame. The simplest (sill, lintel and two unbraced posts) can be regarded as an
enlarged door-frame and functioned as such at Penhall am (no. 8), if it rose to a
high lintel, with the mobile part of the walkway pivoted halfway up. More often,
no doubt, the walkway ran over a lower lintel; alternatively (as perhaps in the
more complex frame Eynsford GI) it may have been carried on a cross-trenched
beam at half-height with the lintel still high enough to form a portal. In any case,
this simple frame was adapted only to vertical compression; and particularly so
when, following the earliest usage, the posts tapered upwards with the root-stock
in its natural position, fixed by a broad, stumpy tenon. The simple frame is
found at Hen Domen (no. I) phase I, in the phase II reinforcements at Eynsford
(no. 3) and later in Wales, at Grosmont (no. 9) and Hen Gwrt (no. 19). These
have no external shoring, but any or all of them might have had cross-bracing
between the posts, which would have left no trace at sill level. At Eynsford, on
member D2 (see FIG. 18), there was a short internal shore (FIG. 34, d), like those
that anchor the feet of posts and studs in some archaic wall-frames.t" The characteristic of them all is that the sole-plate was short. A derivative of the type occurs
•• Such steps appear to be authenticated by P. Addyman's excavations on the S., Baile Hill, motte at
York.
•• For the latest summary of the method and its implications,]. T. Smith in Archaeol, ]nl., CXXXl (1974),

238-63.
•• This is a localized feature, fairly persistent in Coventry, where it was used in the early double-jettied
building (so-called 'guesthousc'), demolished in the early 19th century, but of which the surviving
windows confirm a 13th-century date, M. E. Wood, The English Medieval House (1965), 219-20.
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later, mixed in with, and to some extent retained by, braced frames with long soleplates, as in Eynsford C3 and even as late as Camlet (no. 20), second truss, and
Weoley (no. 7), D: here the external braces appear to be very short and more
probably they did not enter the posts but were trenched across them and rose to
the lintel (FIG. 17, x), making a fully triangulated pattern which is paralleled in
some early bell-frames."?
The mature symmetrical frame (FIG. 17, y), with a long sole-plate to take
shores external to both posts, cannot be traced before the later 13th century
(Eynsford, phase III; Caerlaverock, phase I) but thereafter becomes almost
universal, both as a type II trestle and as a component of a type III support.
See the series in descending chronological order (FIG. 28, a-d). West Derby (no. 5),
which had external shores in a context of earlier-looking features (lap-joints and
the form of the tenons), is not an exception, since it did not have lintels, but may
show a precedent in the external shoring of free-standing posts. Often these
trestles have lighter intermediate uprights between the posts - one, two or, on
the heaviest frame at Caerlaverock, three, but the tendency is to reduce them.
The relatively late Bodiam, common trestles (I 380s), and Weoley, plate D
(c. 1400, plus?), have none, nor do the transverse elements at Leckhampton.
Discounting the 'intermediates', there is a significant analogy between these trusses
(FIG. 17, x, y) and mature, sole-shored south-eastern aisled buildings, in which the
shore rises from the post-plate to the upper part of the post or,98 occasionally,
passes it, by trenching, to reach the tie-beam.P? Both treatments of the aisle-post
can be reasonably traced to c. 1300 or a little earlier.v'" In bridges, where the
shores usually have mortices well aligned with those of the posts, it may be presumed that they normally entered the posts with a tenon, as they undoubtedly
did at Kirby Muxloe (no. 22) - where, in late fashion (FIG. 32), they were
deep, thin and curved but the posts still square and heavy - and as they also did
at Chepstow (p. 54, and FIG. 15) - whose form may go back to the 1230S and
whose shores were straight and thick. Curvature is a less diagnostic feature: it is
not usual before c. 1300 and not detectable in any of the remains at Eynsford, but
is to be expected, if not necessary, thereafter. It may affect the inclination of the
lower parts of the shores, whose mortices, in this type of frame, are at a fairly
constant distance from those of the posts - about 1.5 m., but varying slightly,
as seen at Kirby Muxloe, with the height of the trestle.
Further discovery may make it possible to trace the antecedents of the mature
symmetrical trestle but the available sample has no early trestles on extended
plates except the self-stable West Derby and phases I and II at Eynsford. Here,
probably but not certainly, they all had a single inclined member at one end only,
which, except in C I, probably rose to the plate in the horizontal to horizontal
97 Elphick, op. cit. in n. 52, fig. 23, C.
.8 For Kentish examples, Archaeol. Cantiana, LXXXI (1966), 6-18, esp. 9-1 I, fig. 2. For later Essex examples,
Hewett, op. cit. in n. 80, 122-9, figs. 48-5°.
• 9 An earlier Essex example, not strictly sole-braced, Hewett, ibid., 52, fig. 20.
100 The dating is largely typological, but cf. entries in William Thorne's Chronicleof St. Augustine's, tr. A. H.
Davis (Oxford, 1934), 329, 394, probably referring to the existing barn at Littlebourne by 1309 (first ref. in
n.98, II).
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manner, rare and recessive in England (though not in eastern France), but found
in the Wheat Barn at Cressing Temple, Essex. The frames in general might be
read as lengths of wall-frame, suitable also for revetments, with tenoned studs at
intervals.
VARIATION IN THE SELF-STABLE SUPPORT

Most of the variation in the self-stable support is implicit in the classification
of type III into forms a, band c (p. 59). The shoring is always in resistance to
compression. At West Derby the first case of external transverse shoring shows that
the compression in that direction was assumed to be outwards. In later cases,
especially Acton Burnell, the resistance is more subtly disposed and in cases of
one-sided shoring (type Ilia), it is set against the inward thrust ofa falling bridge.
The parallel of the reciprocally shored type IIIb with bell-frames and other
trusses carrying swinging loads has already been pointed. It is rare and perhaps
confined to those carrying a drawbridge.
P ACKING-PIECES

Packing-pieces are fairly general except in precisely cut rock ditches, and
always worth recovering because they may be the only indication of plates where
these have been lifted, and because they are often sawn-up fragments of an
earlier bridge. Where especially made they are usually wedge-shaped. The
importance of accurate levelling was appreciated as early as West Derby.
JOINTING

Lap-jointing.

This is now recognized, at least in the 'box-frame' tradition, as an
archaic and recessive manner of securing oblique members to vertical ones or to
horizontal members set above them. At sole-plate level, however, a mortice-andtenon seating is established in the most archaic known buildings, both for posts
and, where they occur, for braces or shores.l'" Its occurrence in Hen Domen
phase I carries the practice a couple of generations further back. Therefore, while
lap-joints are to be expected in vertical attachments, as in the post and plank
structure at Rayleigh (p. 60) and perhaps at Eynsford (cf. FIG. 34, d), West
Derby is, on any reckoning, exceptional because the shores were lap-jointed
to the sole-plates (FIG. 23). Such a joint is found in early town-houses in the German
area, particularly on upper floors, but in Britain is almost unparalleled. Nothing
of the subtleties of notching was clear if indeed the laps were notched at all. The
Mersey was a place of passage, not particularly remote, yet the bridge comes
among the most primitive instances of triangulated framing.

Oblique seating. In the reinforcement-plate D2 at Eynsford (and perhaps also on
the much decayed C2) a sloping half-mortice, the reverse of the kind commonly
used to attach a rafter to a plate, was used (FIG. 34, d) to attach a small shore to a
101
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reinforcing post. :1\"0 resistance was offered to the heel of the shore and it was
secured only by a face-peg. The narrowness of the seating (7.5 em.) suggests that
the shore had a lateral haunch and it had some check in an oblique cut-back like a
notch, and since seating was well out of alignment with the mortice of the post,
the shore, which could hardly have gone further, probably ended in a notched
lap. This weak and generalized joint, just about stable under direct compression,
points to an undefined common ground between tenons and lap-joints.
Morticing, More often than not basal mortices provide the only evidence for the
superstructure. The mortice for a brace or shore may not always be distinguished
from that for an upright; neither can the size of the haunches, nor whether the
member was central-tenoned or face-tenoned always be deduced. Occasionally a

FIG.

34

DETAILS OF TIMBER JOINTING (pp. 62, 70, 84, 86 ff.)
a-b. Eynsford, plate CI and entry of uprights in same; c. Typical entry of shore with
central tenon; d. Eynsford, plate D2, oblique seating and conjectured notch-lap; e. Eynsford,
plate A3, shore scribed as well as tenoned; f. Typical entry of shore with face-tenon;
g. Acton Burnell, shaped face-tenon
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rising member gave some differential protection and its ghost remains in plan, but
generally there is little more evidence than relative size and the alignment and
distance of the mortices. Of these, alignment tells most; so that it is possible to
say with fair probability whether a brace entered a post with a tenon or was
trenched across or lap-jointed on to its surface.
Where, as at Eynsford, the well-preserved mortices have been thoroughly
cleaned, it may be apparent whether they have been drilled before cutting or
just chopped out: drilling at Eynsford is usual in phase II (i.e. later r zth century),
but not observed in phase 1. The earliest mortices, e.g. Hen Domen, appear,
where the surface is good enough, to have been chopped. Saw-marks have not
been observed on the surface of any plate and the ends are generally shaped with
an axe.
Classification of mortices is by their proportionate shape, their depth of
penetration and, where they come at an intersection, their precise relation to it.
Broad tenons were necessary where, following the earlier practice, a post, however
squared, tapers from its root-stock, and the heartwood may be relatively decayed.
This 'unreversed' position is confined to the very earliest standing barns and
belfries, but was clearly that of post-base U7 on Eynsford plate CI, which not
only had broad tenons but clasped the plate on either side (FIG. 34, b, x). The
mortice, however, was already markedly oblong, unlike the square ones in the
earlier barn at Cressing.t'" Among bridges square, or near-square, mortices
occur at Hen Domen (no. I - the displaced plate as well as the phase I plate
in situ), at West Derby (no. 5), at Cashen estuary bridge (p. 53), and at Penhallam
(no. 8). The last was after 1200 and must plead its remote position; in the foregoing two, though they might plead the same, the mortices, in conjunction with
other archaic details, would argue for an absolutely early date. Such mortices
may be a legacy from the Roman period :103 the long mortice, far more efficient in
both directions and the very foundation of framed building as we know it, is
attested in bridges from the middle of the r zth century. That it grows slightly
thinner and moves slightly from the centre-line is not a matter of slow progress
but of rapid adjustment and certainly no serial development can be claimed that
exceeds its standard deviation at any time. The stub-fixings, hardly mortices at
all, in the last bridge at Caerlaverock (p. 74) are evidence of ignorance rather
than serial degeneration.
The mortices - and the tenons - of shores and other oblique members show
little variation until the 14th century. Both are cut on a strong splay following the
intrados of the shore, and vertically on the outer face (ef. FIG. 34, e, f, and 28, b, c
(Caerlavcrock), d, e (Eynsford), and g, h (Caerphilly)). There is a tendency for
the splay to get steeper as the pitch of the shore rises, or as curvature allows an
increasingly rectangular entry to the plate, but it is not very marked until the
late instances, as Bodiam and Kirby Muxloe. Sometimes, as at Caerlaverock II,
Ibid., fig. 7.
Cf. 1. A. Richmond, 'Roman Timber Building', in Studies in Building History (O'Neil memorial vol.,
ed. E. M. Jape, 1961), 15-26, esp. 20 and fig. I, 3 (cross-trenched plates and near-square tenons, as at
West Derby and Hen Domen).
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the mortice is more inclined than the tenon requires, and the heel of the tenon is
slightly splayed back. Again, the sophisticated Acton Burnell has variable but
relatively steep splays and one well-preserved tenon (FIG. 34, g), perhaps typical
of the entire bridge, is shaped on three facets for easy entry, as at the rfith-century
Chingley forge (p. 48), and is in marked contrast to the bare-faced tenons of
Eynsford phase III, which would be almost contemporary if Acton Burnell dates
from the I280s. The best preserved brace of this phase was 'scribed' to the plate,
clasping it so deeply on one face that it almost resembled a lap-joint supplementing
the tenon (FIG. 34, e), a practice well attested in the 13th century.
A more progressive phenomenon seems to be the reduction in the relative
depth of the mortice, thus shielding the base of the tenon. There is very little wood
below the mortice in any of the early examples that have been well measured,
down to the later 13th century (Eynsford phase III). From Caerlaverock phase I,
a generous bridge by any standards, there is often more substance below the
mortice. It may be noticed that Acton Burnell belongs with the later group.
Hitherto all shores or braces appear to have face-tenons (FIG. 34, f), and so down
to the thin braces of Caerlaverock phase II and probably Bodiam and Camlet.
Central tenons appear in Caerlaverock phase III (FIG. 27). At Kirby Muxloe the
shoulders are negligible.
At West Derby (FIG. 23) the square mortices were set at the very crossing of
the plates, which were completely crushed. In the later type III bridges the mortice
is moved slightly from the weakest point, though it always overlaps the intersection. Once the error is corrected there is little further progress.
The number of pegs at basal level seems, again, to be of little significance.
It is seldom more than one per mortice. The broad thin tenons of Caerlaverock
phase II on two out of three plates, and the late Kirby Muxloe, almost throughout,
use two; but elsewhere, two pegs rather than one are exceptional and the reason
is not always apparent. The double, vertical, lateral member on Eynsford CI
had two pegs to each timber, four in all, each pair very close; at Acton Burnell
only the stoutest shores had two, and like most early pegs, penetrated the whole
plate. Any extra stability had to be balanced against weakening of the plate and
clearly pegs were liable to lateral movement which tended to make the holes oval
in section. This was very noticeable at Eynsford in certain parts of phase I work,
but was almost certainly never deliberate but an effect of erosion.
Peg-holes tend to reduce in diameter in the later examples, but in all the
earlier and heavier frames they are around 2.5 to 3 cm. The only case where
peg-holes were obviously not drilled but cut to form rather rhombic squares is
in the reused door-dern used as a plate for reinforcement D2 at Eynsford.
PLANKING

The sheeting-planks at Eynsford and Lewmote were fairly light and narrow

(c. 14 to 15 cm.), riven, chamfered on the butting ends, but without lapping on
the long, horizontal edge. They were sparingly secured with iron nails, and little
strength was expected of them.
The walkways must in every case have been made of something stouter and
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generally, if not always, have been planked transversely, as shown on the Innsbriick seal (FIG. 14). This was true whether or not there was a third (as at Chepstow, FIG. 15) or even a fourth runner to carry them. At Rayleigh (p. 60) the
'duckboarding', though perhaps reused from a stave-wall, was 25 to 30 em. wide,
up to 13 em. thick and rebated on the edge. The fragments of decking at Leekhampton were of this order of breadth, which may well have been typical. With
the increased use of pit-saws broader and better boards became available in the
later middle ages, which relieved the pressure on the third runner and thereby
the need for intermediate uprights.
CONCLUSION
Reckoning rebuildings as distinct bridges, but omitting the dubious examples,
rather more than forty may be considered as substantive and open to some
degree of description. Of these twenty-eight are of the 'transverse-trestle' type (II)
and at least ten, probably two or three more, are 'self-stable' (type III), but in
half of these the transverse trestle is a discrete element. Everywhere but Goltho the
trestle is based on a sole-plate, and it has surely been demonstrated that from soon
after the conquest until the rfith century this, and no alternative, was the normal
conception of a light bridge. It has been suggested that, though perhaps for a
shorter period, this may have been also true of heavy bridges. 'Adhesive' piles
may have played their part towards the beginning, and driven piles, certainly,
towards the end. This apart, bridge-building was simply a special application of
timber-framing.
Half of the total of forty or more are before, or only slightly after, 1300.
Six or seven, all properly based on sole-plates, may be confidently assigned, on
archaeological grounds, to the r ath century. This evidence must be set beside the
still prevalent reluctance to generalize about framed structures of the 13th
century, even though they are well described in their upper parts, and against
the over-caution that would, for instance, drag into that century a building
where CI4 indications point to 'c. 1200'.

APPENDIX
TIMBER-TREES AND DENDROCHRONOLOGY
Insufficient attention has been paid to the species of wood used in these bridges.
Occasionally it is noted as 'oak', but doubtless on superficial examination. The basal
plates at Bodiam (no. 2 I) are reliably described as of beech, and it certainly cannot be
assumed that oak was as universally thought to be the only proper timber as it was in all
but the poorest buildings on dry land. Conditions of perpetual saturation would rather
lead us to assume otherwise, perhaps with a preference for elm (the usual material of
wooden waterpipes). At Eynsford a sharp difference in colour and preservation was
observed, even between base-plates of apparently the same period: some were blackish,
hard and generally tending to harden on exposure but only when an already fibrous
surface had been accentuated by some superficial crumbling, not necessarily of sapwood;
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others were a rich red-brown, with an apparently undecayed surface, but with a soft,
cheeselike consistency which led to rapid decomposition on exposure, so that none of
these timbers could be lifted. In the judgement ofF. S. Walker of the Oxford University
Research Laboratory for Archaeology and the History of Art, the first group included
both oak and elm but more often the latter; the other group, on the evidence of the
small samples salvaged, was probably willow.
To the same Laboratory, and to Dr J. M. Fletcher in particular, I am grateful for
what dendrochronological indications are available and for trying to obtain more of
them. At Acton Burnell (no. 13) and in most of the timbers from Eynsford these were
impossible: the timbers were too 'complacent'. But from the trough-like member TI,
in the phase I structure at Eynsford, which could not possibly be an insertion, a series
of 132 annual rings were collected and compared with the mean curve derived from the
wood of chests in Westminster Abbey. Subject in each case to an addition of at least
twenty years, in Fletcher's estimation, to cover a trimming deep enough to remove all
trace of sapwood, four possible agreements were obtained, which gave, in order of
preference, a date for the terminal annual ring at A.D. I035, 122 I, I 138 and I046. Other
archaeological considerations would seem to limit the possibility to I 138, which is
important, taking the additional 20 years or more into consideration, in placing the
reconstruction of the castle, with heightened curtain, gate-tower and enclosed, almost
donjon-like, hall early in the reign of Henry II, in the full career of William de
Eynsford III and presumably late in the archiepiscopate of his patron, Theobold, rather
than, as historical but not archaeological factors might suggest, in the time of Stephen
and under William de Eynsford II.
Though the matter is argued at length in the excavation report, it may be useful
to summarize the reasons why the other dates are unacceptable. If the primary bridge
were a survivor from the first phase of the castle, which on general grounds would seem
to be c. 108o-go, and certainly not before the I070s, not only would this strain the 1°35
dating and even the least preferred I046, but it would carry the complex phase I bridge
into the ambit of Hen Domen phase 1. It would also give the bridge a life ofnearly two
centuries. If, on the other hand, the preferable agreement of 122 I were the true one, it
would have to crowd the reconstruction of the first bridge, the subsequent demolition of
the pier containing the trough-like timbers and its supersession by a stone pier, and the
exposure of this to considerable erosion during the life of the final bridge, all into a
period of some seventy years before the general dismantling of the castle, or a hundred ifthe
bridge were allowed a brief respite. It would also make hay of a widely confirmed
chronology of pottery, to say nothing of architecture.
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